
 

MasseyProducts

A is a differential graded algebra typically not commutative

Leibnizrule d xy dx y t x dy

Ey Cobar complexwhosehomology is Exta Fa z Adams Ez page

Ey Er page of the May spectral sequence equipped with
the May dr differential

Ex Er page of the Adams spectral sequence equipped
with the Adams dr differential

HIA inherits a product structure

well defined because of the Leibniz rule

Let an an az be cycles in A d ai it D ai it E H A

such that To air D and aiz.az 0 aoiacz and a izazz are
boundaries

To air 523 0 for two different reasons

Choose 9oz a iz E A such that daoz 90,912 d913 912923

at at 5,7 23 9,93 all possiblechoices of 9oz913

ai ai azz is a coset in HIA because of the choices

Any two choices differby a cycle



The indeterminacy of at at az is at HCA HCA azz

Ey A Iz hot hi2 h23 hoz hi3 h03
dhoz horhiz

dh z hi2h23 402 43

dhos hohi tho ha

ha ha

403

hi hi hi this di O
hor hi3

Note This is the E page of the Mayspectral sequence that

converges to Extacy Fa 2 Ez page of the Adams spectral

sequence for tmf

HigherMasseyproduct

at AI 923 534 Need at air O atazz0 azaju O

902 913 924 OE at at az
903 914 OE at 923 Azt

aorantaozanta check that this is a cycle

Note Higher brackets are similar Need all subbrackets to vanish

at at D fandom
Def The May E page is z hi of icj with

differential dhij Ekghitchlej



Notatim Nearlyeveryauthor has ho hia has hay has

a different notation for these elements hor his hay has
This notation is inspiredby May's hos hey has
MatricMasseyproducts how his

hos

Slogans The May E page is the universal infinite Massey product
that contains zero

AlgebraofMasseyProducts

Masseyproducts satisfy many relations such as

OE Aoi912,9237 if 901 0 or 912 0 or 923 0

Goi t do 912 9237 I Aoe 912,9237 ad 912 9237

Y

Aoe Giz taiz azz 901 912,9237 9 or 9112,9237

qq.mg

901 912 9237934 E 901 912 9239347 Assuming that

all brackets are
Ao 912 923 934 E 901 912923 9347

Aoi 912 923934 E 901 912923 934

901 912 923934 901 912 9237934



Note There is no known complete list of such relations for higher
brackets

MasseyproductsinExt

Exta Fa z has Massey products because it is the homology
of the cobar complex

Computations in the cobar complex are difficult even in low dimensions
hn ha

Thy Adams ihate ntz X E hn nti x hn nt
hi Cho hi ho

Ex hi hothighof his high23 hi

hoha h izhothi2 42h34 4h23 ha ha

Use Masseyproducts to deduce Maydifferentials and use May
differentials to deduce Massey products

Mayconvergencetheerer A Masseyproduct de a b d in HÉ
implies that there is a corresponding Masseyproduct in Ext

There are some technical conditions that are not alwayssatisfied

Ey hic hoy hi2 4237 Use the May diLizhoz hoz 43
O h03

hizhozthizhozhiz hizlhizhozthoz.hr3 huh l Co



man

y qI
boz his

hit hight hothothi hop hi hoshi hotholesho hothas

Therefore da bor hathihas

Then dahobo hihi so

deCho i hah

Co hiko i hishahis

Todabrackets.int

Toda brackets are another example of rich additional structure

The name stablehomotopy ring is an injustice to the depth t

intricacyof the structure of It

Mess Cqgencetheorem A Masseyproduct in ExtaltzAz or

in H Er implies that there is a corresponding Toda bracket

in Tx There are some technical conditions that are not

always satisfied



Ey Co Chi ho haha E 432,4 u

co Chi ho hi EEG 2 v7 e Etyr
hhy Chihoh3 in Ez H Ez Myely 2,07 74,34 1 0


